
 

E Governance Reports for 2019-2020 

Below new features/enhancements were done in Knowledge Pro (ERP) as per end user requirements 
during 2019-2020. Given enhancements were tested and deployed for the versions mentioned along 
with release date 

 

Release 
Version 

Date of 
Release 

Description 

77 03-06-2019 
In the online application, the course preference will be the first option the 
candidate has to choose 

77 03-06-2019 
Admit card changes for entrance and personal interview based on the TCS 
entrance test 

77 03-06-2019 
Introducing the provision of entering the total hours to be taken for each 
faculty for a course within a time table. 

77 03-06-2019 
Adding the last instruction date in the curriculum scheme for the ease of 
calculating total number of classes held 

77 03-06-2019 Introduced the feature of provisional promotion for the candidates 

77 03-06-2019 
Campus wise filtration for opening of open elective syllabus entry and course 
plan is added 

77 03-06-2019 App for application verification 

77 03-06-2019 

New screen added - Question paper error, to get the details of Initiator / 
Reviewer / Approver for a course and to send the error details which is in the 
Question paper. 

77 03-06-2019 
Added a new provision of assigning leave authorizer to all faculty / staff 
members 

77 03-06-2019 

Employee offline leave entry by the approver. This is for entering the leave 
details of securities, housekeeping staff etc. as they cannot submit leave 
online. 

77 03-06-2019 
In the student info screen, added the attendance details of the subjects for 
the student (current and previous semesters) 

78 29-07-2019 
New option is added in the Unlock CIA marks entry screen – to unlock the 
marks entry for multiple users at a single update 

78 29-07-2019 
In the syllabus entry approval screen, there is a new option added – for 
importing the previous year’s Programme details. 

78 29-07-2019 
A new screen is added in KP for opening the links to students for entering the 
National Academic Depository ID (NAD ID) 

78 29-07-2019 

For Dissertation paper (Interdisciplinary), a new screen is created to enter the 
marks of Dissertation paper. Irrespective of which trimester, they registered 
for dissertation, the marks would be entered against on which trimester they 
are writing the exam 

78 29-07-2019 New screen to view cancelled details of applicants 
78 29-07-2019 Adding more filtration in the admission report 



78 29-07-2019 
Added the feature of sending mail and SMS while uploading the detained 
students list 

78 29-07-2019 New screen added for shifting the student details to another campus. 

78 29-07-2019 
Modification done in placement module to calculate the aggregate % of 
students excluding the languages 

79 03-09-2019 
Location wise filtration and campus wise filtration is introduced in major 
screens where data needs to be filtered for off campuses 

79 03-09-2019 In the employee master category, new category is added - Research 
79 03-09-2019 New screen to view the minimum student details - view student is added 

79 03-09-2019 
In the certificate request, the name and signatory in the certificates is now 
made configurable 

79 03-09-2019 
Provision is added in the Student login to display CIA marks for previous 
semesters. 

79 03-09-2019 Syllabus Entry – Auto unlock for entry and approval after rejection 

79 03-09-2019 
In the subject definition screen, the subject type is now made configurable, 
irrespective of what type is the subject 

79 03-09-2019 
Modification done in the subject rule setting for assigning the rule setting for 
single subject for multiple programs at one go (rule setting subject wise) 

79 03-09-2019 
The university logo in the marks card will now be picked based on the 
geographical location 

79 03-09-2019 

Blocking hall ticket subject wise for BArch programme (similar to BTech), if a 
student is failed in CIA, then they will be blocked for appearing in the end sem 
exam 

79 03-09-2019 Modifications in research and publication screen 

79 03-09-2019 
A new functionality to share files against a Journal added which will be used 
by Office of accounts to scan bills and upload. 

80 23-11-2019 
New option has been added in the Edit Employee information screen – Do Not 
Send SMS and Email, for sending unauthorised absence information 

80 23-11-2019 

In the supplementary syllabus tracker, a feature is added in which we can find 
the availability of that particular subject in which all academic years. 

 

80 23-11-2019 

The fees payment for supplementary improvement application through 
student login can now be paid through the payment gateway along with South 
Indian Bank smartcard, especially for students who had completed the course 
duration and the SIB account is non functional 



 

80 23-11-2019 
New feature is added in the exam setting course to add the aggregate pass % 
for a programme 

80 23-11-2019 
New feature of Intermediate convocation is added in KP which will be done in 
the month of December 

80 23-11-2019 
Modifications in the sponsored category modules to incorporate the off 
campus changes 

80 23-11-2019 
Modifications in the Admit card for courses which are having TCS entrance 
and not having entrance 

80 23-11-2019 

New feature has been added now in the Online application status screen – 
Online Support for applicants. Applicants can raise the support request 
through their status page 

 

80 23-11-2019 

In the Online application, for courses which are having Entrance test, while 
selecting the preferred city for the entrance, we will now be able to select the 
venue also for the next level of selection process (Personal Interview / Skill 
assessment). 
 

80 23-11-2019 

The academic year screen is now modified for including the campus wise 
settings. With this new change, we can set the different start and end date 
for different campuses 

80 23-11-2019 
New screen is added in KP for entering the master set of data for Health 
Intervention which will be reflected in the Health care screen 

80 23-11-2019 Campus wise and location wise filtration added in the relevant screens 

80 23-11-2019 
Incorporated the feature of adding GSTIN number in the challan and receipts 
issued from university 

81 12-02-2020 
Modification done in marks entry screen to include the students who are 
detained 



81 12-02-2020 

The question paper view link is made available in the Notification area for the 
faculty and the link would display for the subjects linked with the faculty for 
which the exams are completed and valuation end date is not over. 

81 12-02-2020 
Sending hostel absentees SMS is now scheduled differently for different 
campuses 

81 12-02-2020 
Institution name where ever it is hardcoded in the student login, it is now 
made configurable 

81 12-02-2020 New screen is added in KP for sending parent login password to parents. 
81 12-02-2020 Provision to print the NEFT confirmation details of the admission fee paid 

 


